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Simulations of dynamical stabilization of Ag–Cu nanocomposites
by ion-beam processing
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Recent theoretical results indicate that ion-beam mixing can be used to synthesize nanocomposite
structures from immiscible elements, relying on a self-organization phenomenon at steady state
under irradiation. According to this modeling, self organization requires that the range of the forced
atomic relocations in displacement cascades exceeds a critical value. Experimental evidence
supporting the formation of nanocomposites by this mechanism has been found in the immiscible
system Ag–Cu irradiated with 1 MeV Kr ions. To address this experimentally relevant model
system, and to test the theoretical predictions, we study, by molecular dynamics~MD!, the
characteristics of irradiation mixing in a Ag–Cu alloy subjected to bombardment with 62 keV He,
270 keV Ne, 500 keV Ar, and 1 MeV Kr ions. The distribution of atomic relocations measured by
MD is then used to perform lattice kinetic Monte Carlo~KMC! simulations of phase evolution,
during which both thermal decomposition and irradiation mixing operate simultaneously. The KMC
results show that, in the framework of this self-organization mechanism, a nanocomposite structure
can be stabilized at steady state by irradiation with heavy ions~Ne, Ar, and Kr!, but not with He
ions. As the characteristic relocation range for He ions is half of that measured for the heavy ions,
these results support the theoretical prediction of the existence of a critical relocation range for
compositional patterning to take place under irradiation. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nanocomposite materials provide many opportunit
for synthesizing materials with improved or uniqu
properties.1,2 The challenge for exploiting this potentia
however, resides in the difficulty in synthesizing these
trasmall objects in a controllable manner. An attractive
proach to overcome this difficulty employs a spontane
self-organization of the composition field of a material du
ing its processing, that is, a self-organized compositional
terning. Indeed, using generic atomistic simulations and a
lytic modeling we predicted that such dynamical stabilizat
of compositional patterns could take place in immiscible
loys processed by repeated shear deformation3 or by bom-
bardment with energetic ion beams.4,5 Our recent experimen
tal work has validated some of these predictions, as Ag–
nanocomposites have been directly synthesized by
milling,6,7 and by irradiation with 1 MeV Kr ions.8 Ag–Cu
was used in these studies since it is a model immisc
binary alloy with a moderate heat of mixing and little sol
bility in the terminal phases, and it can be rendered misc
by nonequilibrium methods at low processing temperatu
~typically room temperature and below!.9–11 Heinig et al.12

have independently predicted that precipitates in mater
processed by ion beams may undergo inverse coarse
2910021-8979/2003/93(5)/2917/7/$20.00
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and Schmidtet al.13 and Rizzaet al.14 have applied this idea
to the synthesis of metallic nanoclusters in SiO2 .

The stabilization of nanocomposites by ion beams
sults from the dynamical competition between short-ran
thermally activated atomic jumps, which promote decomp
sition in an immiscible alloy system, and medium- or lon
range forced displacements, which promote composition
mogenization. While the formation of nanocomposit
during ion irradiation was discussed and possibly even
served decades ago,15 our recent modeling and simulatio
work4,5 indicates that a critical parameter necessary for co
positional self-organization is the rangeR of the atomic re-
locations forced by the nuclear collisions between the en
getic ions and the atoms of the target material. It is predic
that whenR is below a critical valueRc patterning cannot
take place, while whenR.Rc , patterning becomes possib
under appropriate irradiation conditions, involving specim
temperature and irradiation flux. The conditions necess
for patterning have been summarized in a dynamical ph
diagram as shown, for instance, in Fig. 3 of Ref. 4.

In past work,5 the atomic displacements, or relocation
produced by energetic collisions were modeled by swapp
two atoms chosen randomly, separated by a distance dict
by a Gaussian distribution. The displacement distribution
ion irradiation, however, is far more complex, and depen
7 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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on the ion mass and energy. To determine whether a par
lar irradiation condition will lead to compositional patter
ing, it is therefore necessary to consider its actual ato
displacement field. Here, we perform this analysis for ir
diation of Ag50Cu50 with 62 keV He, 270 keV Ne, 500 keV
Ar, and 1 MeV Kr ions. As we will show, Ne, Ar, and Kr lea
to patterning, but He does not. The results show, moreo
that to a first approximation the mean displacement of ato
provides a good evaluation on whether patterning will occ
Note that throughout this work we use the terms displa
ment field and displacement distribution to refer to the re
cation of atoms in displacement cascades. This displacem
distribution thus corresponds to what is often called repla
ment in the specialized literature, and should not be confu
with the Frenkel pairs created by energetic collisions.

To study the effect of the displacement distribution, w
combine several atomic simulations techniques. For a gi
energetic ion, the primary recoil spectrum is calculated us
a molecular dynamics range calculation codeMDRANGE.16

Full molecular dynamics~MD! simulations are then per
formed at various recoil energies in order to sample the
mary recoil spectrum, and to calculate the spectrum-avera
distribution of atomic relocation distances. This distributi
of atomic relocations is then employed as an input param
in rigid lattice kinetic Monte Carlo~KMC! simulations,
which are used to follow the long-time behavior of the co
position of the material during ion-beam processing. F
different ions are considered: 62 keV He, 270 keV Ne, 5
keV Ar, and 1 MeV Kr. The projected range is the same in
cases, 260 nm. These energies have been chosen to max
the nuclear stopping power in Ag-Cu. As the mass of
incoming ions increases, the forced atomic mixing produ
by nuclear collisions should increase, and it is expected
this will favor the stabilization of compositional patterns
the irradiated film.

II. SIMULATION METHODS

We describe here the simulation methods and the par
eters used in the simulations. As these methods are stan
ones, only a brief summary is given for each procedure, w
references for additional information.

A. Primary recoil spectra and molecular dynamics
simulations

Primary recoil spectra are calculated usingMDRANGE

with the ions impacting perpendicular to a randomly chos
plane and therefore correspond to a polycrystalline sam
assuming a random fcc crystal structure. We perform M
simulations of the full evolution of collision cascades pr
duced in the Ag50Cu50 random fcc alloy by self-recoils in the
bulk with energies of 300 eV, 1 keV, 3 keV, 10 keV, and
keV, and random initial directions. The simulations utili
the original embedded-atom method potentials of Foile17

which have been found suitable for describing no
metals.18 The MD cascade simulation methods have be
presented elsewhere.19 The atomic relocation distribution
obtained with full MD for all the energies are then summ
with the weight factors determined from theMDRANGE cal-
culations.
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B. Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations

KMC simulations are employed to follow the long-ter
evolution of an immiscible binary alloy under the compe
tion of two dynamics: vacancy-assisted thermal diffusion t
ing to bring the system to equilibrium, and athermal atom
relocations creating random mixing. Although it would b
desirable to perform the KMC simulations on a relaxed l
tice using the same interatomic potentials as those use
the MD simulations, such a seamless combination of M
and KMC is excessively demanding in terms of computi
time. Currently such a method is limited to a few hundr
vacancy jumps per atom for systems comprised of a
hundred atoms.20 These limitations are unacceptable for t
present task, as unambiguous determination of nanocom
ite stabilization requires systems with typically 105– 106 at-
oms, and 104– 105 vacancy jumps per atom. For that reaso
we instead consider an immiscible A50B50 generic alloy with
kinetics and energetics comparable to Ag50Cu50.

A description of the kinetic model for thermal diffusio
can be found in Ref. 3. The A and B atoms occupy sites o
rigid face centered cubic~fcc! lattice, and interact by neares
neighbor pair interactionsei j . A single vacancy is placed in
the system, and the frequency of atom–vacancy exchang
determined using standard rate theory, with the activat
energy given by the energy required to break the bonds
tween the jumping atom and its surrounding, less the ene
recovered when the atom is placed at the saddle point p
tion. Time evolution is determined by a residence-tim
algorithm,21 where the frequency of vacancy exchanges
weighted against the frequency of random-atomic relo
tions. One of the two kinds of events is randomly chos
according to their relative probabilities, and time is upda
as the inverse of the sum of the individual frequencies.

The material parameters used in the simulation foll
the choices made in Refs. 3 and 5, i.e.,eAA5eBB

520.7233 eV, wAB52eAB2eAA2eBB50.055 33 eV, eAV

5eBV50.255 eV. The latter parameters are the atom
vacancy ghost interactions, introduced so as to reproduce
proper ratio between the cohesive and vacancy-formation
ergies in fcc metals.22 The ordering energywAB corresponds
to a heat of mixingDHm58.0 kJ/g atom, or to a critical tem
perature of the miscibility gapTc51573 K. This heat of
mixing is close to the calculated~6–8.5 kJ/g atom!23–25 and
measured~6 kJ/g atom!23 values for Ag–Cu. The vacanc
migrates with an attempt frequencyn051014 s21, and the
migration energy for the pure elements is set atEm,v
50.8 eV, values representative of Ag and Cu. In the res
presented here, the temperature has been kept constant a
K, as this is the temperature where nanocomposite forma
has been observed experimentally in Ag–Cu during 1 M
irradiation.8

The effect of ion-beam processing on the composit
field of the alloy is modeled by introducing forced atom
relocations at a controlled frequency per atomG. In our
model, we randomly select an atom and a jump distance
compliance with the distribution of atomic relocations o
tained by MD, for the given ion. Since KMC simulations a
based on a fixed lattice, the data from MD are first lump
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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into different neighboring shells. Once the distance is
lected, a random direction in space is chosen, and the clo
lattice point to that location is the final destination of t
relocating atom.

For realistic modeling, the forced exchanges should
introduced correlated in time and space, so as to reprod
the cascade size and density observed in the MD simulati
Such an approach, however, would result in several com
cations in the KMC simulations, in particular regarding t
creation and annihilation of point defects. As we focus h
on the role played by the distribution of relocation distanc
we simply perform the forced exchanges one at a time in
irradiation cases. Finally, we note that there is presently
evidence that atomic relocation correlations in displacem
cascades can, by themselves, lead to compositional patt
but we leave this point for future work.

The simulation domain is aL3L3L rhombohedral
crystal with periodic boundary conditions. The faces of t
rhombohedron are$111% planes in the fcc crystal. For this fc
crystal, we usea0 to denote the lattice parameter. The sim
lations reported here are carried out withL564, but to check
for finite-size effects we have also performed simulatio
with L532 andL5128. In order to maintain comparab
parameters whenL is changed, time is rescaled with a refe
ence value for the vacancy concentrationCv51/(64)3. In
this model,Cv only enters as a multiplicative factor for th
time scale of diffusion. The chosen value is comparable
the high-vacancy concentrations that can be generated
irradiation at low temperatures. This quantity can be e
mated for specific irradiation conditions using rate equati
that include the production, diffusion, and annihilation
point defects. While the principles for performing this mo
eling are well established,26 an accurate quantitative evalu
tion is difficult to realize, particularly for the case of a co
centrated alloy, since it involves the knowledge of a la
number of parameters that cannot be easily estimateda pri-
ori. These difficulties notwithstanding, to our aid comes
fact that the behavior of the system depends on therelative
frequency of atomic relocations, that is, the ratio between
frequency of atomic relocationsG and the thermal mobility,
which allows us to interpret the quantitatively unknown v
cancy concentration as a change in the time scale, i.e
rescaling of the relative irradiation intensity.

Consequently, while the present results are obtained
fixing the irradiation temperature and varying the frequen
of forced atomic exchangesG, the same sequence of stea
states is obtained by fixingG and varying the temperature5

The former scheme is somewhat easier to implement in
simulations, while the later scheme would be easier to ca
out experimentally.

III. RESULTS

A. Distributions of atomic relocation range

The primary recoil spectra are displayed in Fig. 1 for t
four ions considered, given as the total number of ato
displaced for one incoming ion at all depths. Note that
He distribution is shifted to lower energies, with the ma
mum kinetic energy transfer to Ag and Cu atoms being o
Downloaded 14 Mar 2003 to 128.214.7.78. Redistribution subject to AI
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8–14 keV, in comparison to 140–980 keV for the other io
In Fig. 2 we show the distributions of atomic relocations f
each energetic ion (He1, Ne1, Ar1, or Kr1) extracted from
the MD simulations. As expected, the total number of re
cations increases significantly with the projectile mass.
addition, peaks are observed for small relocation distan
the first peak, atd50 Å, corresponds to atoms that have n
been relocated, as they are still on the site that they occu
before irradiation, although they have been slightly d
placed; the following peaks at 2.7, 3.9, and 4.7 Å correspo
to atoms that have been relocated to first, second, and
nearest neighbor sites, respectively. For distances larger
8 Å, peaks are no longer resolved, as the separation dista
between consecutive neighboring shells become compar
to the displacements between actual relaxed atomic posit
and perfect lattice positions. This produces smooth tails
d.8 Å for Ne, Ar, and Kr irradiations. For He, the sma
relative number of large displacements results in insuffici
statistics to obtain a smooth tail. The main point here is t
Ne, Ar, and Kr irradiation produces a long-range tail in t

FIG. 1. Number of primary Cu recoils produced by one incoming noble
ion at all depths. The corresponding curves for Ag recoils are qualitativ
similar, and quantitatively do not differ much from the Cu curves, so th
are omitted for clarity. The curves are averages over 104– 33104 range
simulations of ions impacting on different surface positions.

FIG. 2. Atomic relocations produced by the collision cascades initiated
the indicated ions on a Ag50Cu50 alloy.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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atomic relocation range distribution, whereas He irradiat
involves only short-range mixing. The long-range tails, as
will show, play a critical role in the stabilization of compo
sitional patterns.

Aside from the variation in the total number of reloc
tions, which increases from 4.643104, to 1.753105, to
4.213105 for Ne, Ar, and Kr ions, respectively, these thr
ions produce very similar distributions. The similarity in th
distributions for Kr, Ar, and Ne is illustrated explicitly in Fig
3, where the normalized distributions are plotted. In
analysis that follows, therefore, we will treat the case of
radiation by 1 MeV Kr as representative of the general
havior for the three heavy ions. The distribution for He,
the other hand, is qualitatively different, and only 298 ato
are relocated for each incoming ion. For all the ions, we fi
that the atomic relocations can be assumed to be hom
enously distributed along the trajectory of the ion. The d
tribution remains essentially unchanged if we used the re
spectrum for the ions along their whole trajectory, or on
while they travel between 50 and 150 nm inside the mate

B. Steady-state microstructures under irradiation

The above distributions of atomic relocations are n
fed into the KMC simulations. To that effect, the data a
first lumped into neighboring shells. Figure 4 shows a co
parison between the data lumped from MD, which is an in
for the KMC simulations, and the distribution actually ge
erated in the KMC code by the method described in
previous section. We note that the latter present greater
cillations with respect to the mean curve. These oscillati
result from the large variation of coordination numbers fro
neighboring shell to neighboring shell on a rigid lattic
which introduces a bias in the probability to relocate ato
on these shells. This bias is much less pronounced in the
results since, due to lattice relaxation, there is a spreadin
the distance distribution, instead of sharply defined peak

For each ion, a series of simulations is performed
determine the sequence of steady states reached as the f
relocation frequencyG is increased. We verified that the tru

FIG. 3. Normalized distributions of atomic relocations. Ne, Ar, and Kr g
essentially the same normalized distribution. He, on the other hand,
duces a relocation distribution that weighs short-range jumps more hea
Also shown are fittings to the data based on exponential dec
0.07 Å21 exp(2r/3.08 Å) for the case of Ne, Ar, and Kr, an
0.08 Å21 exp(2r/1.44 Å) for the case of He.
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steady state is obtained under the chosen conditions
checking that simulations with two extreme initial states
random solid solution and a pure A/B bilayer, resulted
statistically identical results. As recalled in Sec. I, stead
state patterning takes place when the forced relocations
sufficiently frequent to prevent macroscopic decompositi
but not as high as to force a solid solution. A first glimpse
the nature of the steady states is obtained by direct visua
tion of the configurations. As discussed in a previous artic5

this qualitative assessment is not always sufficient to dis
guish patterned microstructures from solid solutions. For
unambiguous determination, we calculate the spherically
eraged structure factorS(k) of these configurations: in the
case of a solid solutionS(k) decreases monotonously withk,
adopting a shape close to a Lorentzian; in a patterned s
on the other hand,S(k) contains a peak at some nonze
wave vectork.

Figure 5 displays a sequence of steady states obta
with the Kr relocation distribution. The stabilization of pa
terns is clear, and it is confirmed by the corresponding str
ture factors, shown in Fig. 6. No attempt is made here
precisely determine the stability boundaries from mac
scopic decomposition to patterning, and from patterning
solid solution, asG increases. As discussed in Ref. 5, the
boundaries are difficult to determine accurately in the KM

o-
ly.
s:

FIG. 4. Comparison between the distribution of atomic relocations ca
lated by MD,~lumped into the discrete jumps on a fixed fcc lattice!, and the
ones actually used in the KMC simulations:~a! 1 MeV Kr and ~b! 62 keV
He.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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simulations due to finite size effects and to atomic corre
tions in the solid solutions, respectively.

In the case of He irradiation~Fig. 7!, patterns are no
visually observed in the microstructures. Furthermore,
required peak inS(k) for patterning is also absent~Fig. 8!,
even after refining the spectrum ofG values. We can there
fore conclude that patterning does not take place in the K
simulations when the relocation distribution for He irrad
tion is used.

IV. DISCUSSION

The main purpose of this article is to address, by sim
lations, the effect of the primary recoil spectrum on the m
crostructural evolution in Ag–Cu thin films. Previous wo
has shown that stable nanocomposites form if the ave
recoil distance of displaced atoms is sufficiently large. T
present simulations examine whether such relocation di
butions can be realized in real systems, and under what
diation conditions. Here we considered the primary rec
spectra of He, Ne, Ar, and Kr ions in Ag50Cu50. The energies
of the ions were chosen to maximize the damage energ

FIG. 6. Structure factor for the microstructures shown in Fig. 5, plus a cu
for a high frequency of random relocationsG5100 s21, corresponding to a
solid-solution microstructure.

FIG. 5. A series of steady-state microstructures from KMC simulatio
based on the distribution of atomic relocations produced by 1 MeV Kr io
Two-dimensional cuts of the three-dimensional simulations. We can obs
the formation of steady-state patterns with a characteristic length scale
nanocomposite structure.
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200 nm thick films for possible future comparison with e
periment. Note, however, that the primary recoil spectrum
quite insensitive to ion energy.

When the distributions of atomic relocations for all th
ions are normalized, we find two paradigmatic cases: irrad
tion by ‘‘heavy’’ ions ~Ne, Ar, and Kr! and ‘‘light’’ ions ~He!.
The heavy ion displacement distributions are nearly ident
in shape~Fig. 3! because they produce a large number
recoils with energies higher than 10 keV. Only these hig
energy recoils can produce long-range atom relocatio
Moreover, at energies somewhat above 10 keV, cascade
Ag–Cu are split into subcascades,19 making the atom redis-
tribution self similar. Hence the tails of the heavy ion ato
displacement distributions~Figs. 2 and 3! are similar.

Let us first discuss in some detail the displacement d
tribution of Kr irradiation. In this case, the long-range tail
the distribution is well fitted by an exponential decay with
decay length of'3.08 Å, as shown in Fig. 3. The actua
functional form for the distribution of atomic relocation
however, deserves a closer examination: even though
KMC simulations are not based on these functional form
this analysis is still of relevance to theoretical models, su
as those developed in Refs. 4 and 12. Furthermore, it
shed light on the physical mechanism underlying forc

e

FIG. 7. A series of steady-state microstructures from KMC simulatio
based on the distribution of atomic relocations produced by 62 keV He i

FIG. 8. Structure factor for the microstructures shown in Fig. 7, plus a cu
for a high frequency of random relocationsG51000 s21, corresponding to
a solid-solution microstructure.
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atomic relocations, helping to determine whether long-ra
mixing is mainly ballistic or takes place during the therm
spike.27 To address this point let us consider two mod
based on the possible physical scenarios:~1! atomic reloca-
tions are produced via a random walk in the thermal sp
and ~2! atomic relocations are ballistic and thus distribut
according to an exponential decay, which is characterized
the atom mean-free path. The corresponding distribution
relocation distances after spherical averaging are, in the
case, a Gaussian distribution

WR
(1)~r !5A1r 2 exp~23r 2/2R1

2!,

and in the second case, an exponential decay

WR
(2)~r !5A2r 2 exp~2r /R2!. ~1!

In these equationsR1 and R2 are the average random wa
distance and the mean-free path, respectively. Therefor
test the measured distributions against these two models
can use the generic fitting function

WR~r !5Ar2 exp~2r n/R!, ~2!

whereA, n, andR are fitting parameters. Only the quasico
tinuum part of the actual distributions is used for this fitti
(5 Å,d,19 Å). We find that the set of parameters that
the data areA544 000 atom/Å,R51.27 Å, andn50.87.
The fitted value forn makes this exponent far closer to a
exponential tail than to a Gaussian profile. Instead of usinn
as a parameter, we can also attempt to fit the data by fix
n51 andn52. We find that a good fit is obtained withn
51, as it can be seen in Fig. 3. However, the Gaussian
file with n52 fails to reproduce the behavior of the da
reinforcing the idea that long-range relocations are mainly
a ballistic nature.

The observation that the tail of the relocation distributi
agrees better with a ballistic relocation model than with
heat spike model might at first seem surprising, since c
cades in Ag–Cu are well known to be in the heat sp
regime for recoil energies higher than;5 keV ~see Refs. 18
and 28!. The atom relocations that occur in the heat spi
however, are relatively short range, since the liquidlike zo
persists for a few picoseconds. Hence the number of r
cated atoms in a thermal spike is large but their reloca
distance is small. The existence of ‘‘ballistic’’ long-rang
tails in the displacement distribution is therefore not in co
tradiction with the nature of atomic mixing in thermal spike

We now turn to the 62 keV He irradiation case, f
which practically all recoils have energies well below 10 ke
~Fig. 1!. The redistribution of atoms is dominated by low
energy cascades, and as a result medium- and long-r
relocations are rare. The number of events at these lo
recoil energies, unfortunately, is too low to perform a sta
tically meaningful fit. It is nevertheless clear that the H
relocation distribution is more concentrated toward short
location distances, as compared to the distributions produ
by Ne, Ar, and Kr ions. If a simple exponential fit is a
tempted, as shown in Fig. 3, the decay length isR51.44 Å
which, in fact, is half that obtained for the three other ion

By KMC simulations we analyze ion-beam mixing
these two cases, and find that while compositional pattern
Downloaded 14 Mar 2003 to 128.214.7.78. Redistribution subject to AI
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can be achieved by bombardment with Kr~‘‘heavy’’ ! ions, it
cannot be achieved by irradiation with He~‘‘light’’ ! ions. No
characteristic length scale can be observed in the struc
factor S(k) for the He case, while one is clearly evident
the Kr case. This is due to the larger relocation distan
forced by heavy-ion irradiation. In fact, these two cases
semble the model cases examined in Ref. 5, when both
ations were encountered by changing the average reloca
distanceR. The case of He is representative of an atom
mixing by purely nearest-neighbor exchanges, while Kr
representative of mixing involving longer relocations. T
present results would indicate that the critical relocat
range for compositional patterning lies between'1.5 and
'3 Å, assuming exponential decays for the relocation d
tributions. This is in very good agreement with the co
tinuum theory applied to the model alloy used in the KM
simulations: it predicts a critical relocation range of one h
nearest neighbor distance, i.e., 1.38 Å.5

We next compare the results presented here with the
beam mixing experiments in Ag–Cu.8,11 It was mentioned
before that a direct quantitative comparison presents diffic
ties with regards to the exact estimation of the times
diffusion. However, we can still estimate the frequency
atomic relocations in the experimental case by means of
results presented in Fig. 2. In the experiment of ion-be
mixing of Ref. 8 the irradiation flux was 1.21
31013 ion/cm2 s, corresponding to an experimental fr
quency of atomic relocationsG'2.8 s21. It is encouraging
that this is in agreement, at least within 1 order of magnitu
with the frequencies required to produce patterning in
simulations presented here in Fig. 5.

The KMC simulation results show that in the case
ion-beam mixing with light ions, no length-scale selection
found, as evidenced in the structure factorS(k). The infor-
mation contained in the structure factor suggests that sm
angle scattering experiments are the appropriate experim
tal tool to study the formation of compositional patterns
ion-beam mixing, since different distinct features are pres
for each ion case. Such experiments have not been perfor
yet, although they have been previously proposed.5,8 A ran-
dom solid solution synthesized, for instance, by low te
perature irradiation would provide a suitable initial sta
Based on the idea of using small angle scattering as the c
acterization technique, we can make an estimation of
total doses required in this experimental procedure by co
paring the cases of Kr and He irradiation, as presented
Figs. 6 and 8. From those figures we can establish tha
equilibration of the structure factor up to a minimum wa
vector kmin'0.7/a0 is necessary to make a clear distinctio
between both cases. In our KMC simulations, starting from
random solid solution initial condition, we find that He dos
in the range 531016– 231017 ion/cm2 are needed to achiev
a steady state in the structure factor evaluated atkmin . These
are reasonable doses from the experimental point of vi
making it feasible to test the prediction that steady-st
compositional patterning cannot be stabilized with 62 k
He irradiation.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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V. CONCLUSION

We have studied the influence of the atomic relocat
range in displacement cascades produced by light and h
ions on the composition evolution in a binary alloy und
irradiation. We have first determined by molecular dynam
the characteristics of irradiation mixing in a Ag–Cu allo
subjected to bombardment with 62 keV He, 270 keV Ne, 5
keV Ar, and 1 MeV Kr ions. The distributions of atomi
relocations measured by MD have then been used to per
lattice KMC simulations of phase evolution. The KMC r
sults have shown that nanoscale steady-state composit
patterns can be stabilized by irradiation with heavy ions~Ne,
Ar, and Kr!, but not with light ions~He!. As the characteris-
tic relocation range for He ions is half that measured for
heavy ions, these results support an earlier theoretical pre
tion that compositional patterning can take place under i
diation only if the forced atomic relocation range exceed
critical value.
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